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Financial Updates 
 
Sales Revenue 
Total sales for the month of January were $466,820.52, an average of $15,058.73 per day. Our revenues 
increased by $66,696.20 or 16.67% over last year. We are very encouraged with this sales increase 
considering we had multiple days with snowfall and reduced revenues. However, on January 22nd we had 
our record day since opening. For the first time we surpassed over $30k in revenue in one day! To do this 
in January is an indication of our position in the Victoria dining marketplace and continued guest loyalty 
and support. 
 

Other Revenue 
No additional revenues to report for January. 
 

Cost of Goods 
Our total cost of goods for the month of January was 25.89% a significant improvement of 2.47% 
compared to last year. Our goal is always to be sub 30% cost overall. This is our best month since we have 
opened. However, food inventory was not counted due to limited staffing and sickness, and we may see 
an adjustment increase for this in February. The team has done an excellent job on purchasing and has 
worked closely with all suppliers to continue cost controls. 
 

Wage Costs 
Total wage costs, including fringe benefits, were 43.04%, this is 1.66% higher than last year however, an 
improvement if we eliminate the sick pay cost of $8,845.42 or 1.89%. This is the first month we are seeing 
what that number may look like moving forward. We do feel this was particularly high due to having many 
staff members off work due to COVID-19 and other sickness. We had a total of 35 employees that were 
sick during the month. We anticipate a reduction in sick pay as COVID-19 starts to reduce and employees 
start to max out their 5 sick days per year qualification. 
 

Controllable Costs 
Total controllable costs for the month were 15.37% which is overall 1.78% higher than last year. Cable and 
Internet of $1,308.46 was a double payment due to a missed invoice from last month. Glassware and 
Tableware of $2,105.78 is the beginning of our order in preparation for the spring/summer season. 
Music/Band/Films of $765.12 was due to additional entertainment for New Year’s Eve. We continue to see 
a large variance from OpenTable reservation system, $2,367.64 as they were not billing us last year 
because of COVID relief. Utilities of $15,690.54 includes a $7,010.11 water bill from The City of Victoria, 
this is significantly higher than normal, and we are looking at potential leaks as well as water saving 
efficiencies.  
 

Marketing Costs 
Marketing costs were $5,101.29 or 1.09%, this is down 1.55% from last year. All categories have been well 
controlled to budget. 
 

Fixed Expenses 
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Total fixed expenses were $43,874.35 or 9.40%. We did not receive any rent subsidies as we did last year.  
 

Total Profit 
Overall, total profit for the month was $23,676.61, a decrease of $29,425.67 from last year. Considering 
we did not receive $27,527.57 in subsidies as we did in 2021 as well as the increased $8,845.42 from sick 
pay, and the additional water/sewer increase, we are very pleased to see this current profit despite still 
being under COVID restrictions. As we continue to move through the end of the winter and into the spring, 
we are extremely optimistic to see record sales increases and profitability for 2022. 


